
 

 

 

    

      

                                       

 
  
         

    
 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 
Teacher – Mrs Ward 

Teacher – Ms Crolla covers Mrs Ward’s 

management time 

Teaching Assistant – Mrs Holmes 

 

If you have any concerns about your child’s 

wellbeing or progress, please do not hesitate to 

see me. Also, if you have any questions about 

the curriculum, school trips, homework, etc. 

please speak directly to me so that I can 

clarify any points for you. 

  

Other information Y6 
Allerton Waste Recovery Trip – 3rd 

November  

DT WW1 Workshop – 30th November (no 

donations needed as FOSJ cover the cost) 

Tuesday & Friday Full PE kits all day. 

Friday - Homework due, spelling tests & 

homework diaries signed by parents. 

Uniform - Please ensure all uniform, including 

coats, pumps and shoes are labelled with 

your child’s name.  

 

 

RE 
The children will learn what justice is and how we are called to work for it. We will learn about prophets who spoke out against injustice and 

how God calls all of us to speak out about injustice. We will learn about individuals who have been persecuted for speaking out and reflect 

on the cost of commitment. We will also continue to work on revisiting parables and knowing the difference between these, miracles and 

Old Testament stories as the children were a little rusty last half term. 

 

English 
Over the half term, we will be using Twelfth Night by Shakespeare and War Horse by Michael Morpurgo as powerful 

stimuli to engage writing. We will continue to work on our class key core objectives; this will include things like accurate use 

of capital letters, full stops, avoiding comma splices and run on sentences, use of commas for adverbial openers and 

accurate use of apostrophes. These have improved last half term but need to become consistently used by Y6 without 

prompts. We will write letters, instructions, a splash of poetry and non-chronological reports, both in English lessons and 

across other curriculum subjects too. To support the children’s writing to a greater depth, there will be opportunities for 

lots of quality reading time, comparing themes in key texts, lots of vocabulary meaning work, role play and hot seating prior 

to planning, writing and editing and improving their work. We will also evaluate examples of different text types prior to 

writing to deepen the children’s understanding of language choices, purpose, formality and features of different text types. 

I can’t wait! 

 

 

 

Theme: War & Justice 

Autumn Term 2 2022 

 

 

Mathematics 
Year 6 are still working on some objectives from last half term as we slowed the learning journey down to address gaps in 

skills and knowledge. Therefore, we are still working on key core objectives of efficient methods for addition, subtraction 

and multiplication. Lots of opportunities will be included to practise money and multistep word problems. We will then move 

onto converting units of measurement. Nearer the end of half term, we will move onto finding fractions of amounts and 

finding percentages of amounts in time for the January sales – fingers crossed! The children will also do regular arithmetic 

practise in short bursts to keep their mental skills and their written methods developing nicely. Work on times tables is still 

needed unfortunately to avoid silly errors and improve speed so please keep supporting with this at home as these should 

have been cracked by the end of Y4. Short regular practise is the best way forward with this. 
 

       Art & DT 
In art, Year 6 will be developing their drawing skills by using a variety of techniques to add interesting effects like shadows and reflections 

and how to depict movement and perspective. They will also use collage skills to create interesting effects.  They will look at the work of 

Brian Clarke for inspiration. All artwork will be linked to the war and I’m sure the children will achieve some very engaging pieces. In DT, 

the children will work on being able to achieve a wider range of stitching techniques, aiming to not only join fabric but to give it an overall 

pleasing effect. They will also take part in a WW1 DT workshop – more information to follow. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=st+josephs+catholic+primary+school+wetherby&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=EP1xncioK6CDaM&tbnid=iii5NypzaeJxjM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stjosephswetherby.com%2Fschool%2Fmission-statement-2%2F&ei=KPMPUbbFOKjT0QXCkoDgDA&bvm=bv.41867550,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFvlZXysJ4iHscRHH3gUSU8r0bhBA&ust=1360086171760995


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PE 
This half-term Year 6 will be working with the PE coach on their shooting skills to be able to react to footballs served at 

different heights. They will work on their control in tennis by performing different shots with different powers and target 

areas. They will work on improving their passing skills in basketball and anticipation skills in netball. They will also work on 

their shooting skills in dodge ball by incorporating fakes, delays and aiming for legs and feet. The children will also have 

weekly PE lessons with Ms Crolla who will be delivering dance lessons linked to the theme of WW1. 

 
 

Science 
In science the children will be learning about electricity. They will learn how to draw circuits, experiment changing 

components in circuits and being able to look at diagrams of circuits to explain if they will work or not. They will make a 

circuit to make a torch work for the soldiers in the trenches. The children will learn about conductors and insulators. In 

addition to this, the children’s scientific investigation skills and their ability to write up experiments will be further 

developed. They did a nice job of this at the end of autumn 1 so I’m looking to develop this further now and see increased 

independence too. One final big area for the children to work on is using scientific vocabulary in their explanations – we will 

work on this orally first so that this supports them when it comes to the writing stage. 
 

 

Homework 
In response to parent and pupil feedback from previous years, not all homework will be online. 

 

• Mathletics tasks & Reading Eggs tasks 

• Reading 5 times per week for 15 minutes minimum but longer is preferable to build reading stamina – this must be recorded in their 

diaries in the following way: name of book and pages read (e.g. pg. 24 to 41). 

• Paper research projects as set.  

• Spelling Shed with weekly tests 

Topic & Computing 
The children were keen to learn about WW1 and around Armistice Day is perfect timing to develop our history skills within 

such a powerful topic. Our key historical line of enquiry will focus on the question of what was the impact of WW1 on British 

society today? We will learn about Armistice Day. They will use sources of evidence to deduce information about the past and 

improve their inference and deduction skills. We will start this initially just using pictures as a source and think about what 

we can see, what we think and then what we wonder. The children have asked to learn about trench warfare, the role of 

women and animals in war which they usually find really interesting. They will also learn about the attitudes towards women at 

this time and the role of women in the Great War. This topic will continue into spring 1 so more information will follow then. 

Computing skills will be incorporated into topic work where the children will use IMovie to communicate effectively with a 

wide range of effects. 

Ways to Help Your Child 

Please ensure your child has plenty of downtime! They will be working hard and will need time to relax straight after school. 

Please encourage your child to manage their own home/school diary – they should complete it, not you! This is an essential 

skill needed for Y7 and now is the time for the children to become independent. As part of their reading habit, please 

encourage your child to read a wide range of texts as reading skills transfer to history, science, etc. and your child will be 

better prepared and successful at secondary school in non-core areas if they have been exposed to variety and enjoy 

reading.  

Please also ensure your child is an expert in times tables to 12x12. This includes division facts too!  

 

PSHE & French 
The children will learn about feelings of being out and about in the local area with increasing independence. They will learn 

about recognising and responding to peer pressure, not only when out and about, but also when they are using social media to 

communicate. The British value focus for this half term will be individual liberty. The children will revisit good touch/bad 

touch. The children will also learn about the importance of challenging gender stereotypes. In French, the children will be 

learning to say, read and spell words/phrases and sentences linked to compass points and places in the world. 

 

 

 
Music 

In year 6 music this term we will be listening to a variety of songs recorded during World War 1. We will investigate 

the musical minds of Vera Lynn and Glenn Miller focusing on the story, emotion and imagery used within their songs. Using 

information and facts about the war we will then be creative and compose our own lyrics and bring these into the modern 

world to produce a rap which will be accompanied by music composed using tuned percussion and a chorus composed as a class. 
 


